
Three Simple Instruments

Abstract

The goal of the project is to create a  performance patch with Max/Msp that allows to generate
simple shorts compositions in real time. The patch was designed in order to: 

• investigate and exploit the physical qualities of pre-recorded sounds files though different
DSP techniques

• allow to combine the sound manipulations in order to create musical structures 
• provide a simple time reference in relation to the overall structure of the composition.   

Introduction

The patch is composed of five panels. Three of these contain the “instruments” for the real time
manipulation  of the sounds. The fourth panel is for  a graphics  time reference concerning the
structure of the composition and the last one is related to the output control from witch is possible to
process the sum of the outputs of every instruments and activate both the audio and the recording of
the performance. Each instrument is a little collection of different DSP techniques in series trough
with is possible to manipulate some parameters of the sound sources. All the parameters can be
regulated  from  the  main  patch  and/or  with  a  MIDI  controller.  For  the  recording  of  the  live
performance of this assignment it was used the Midi controller Korg Nano Kontrol.

First instrument

The  first  instrument  is  divided  in  two  subpatches.  In  the  subpatch  “readfile”,  through   the
abstraction “J_read_buffer” which use the object buffer~ and groove~, four different files are read
in loop. Each abstraction allows to control both the time of start/end of the sound and the reading
speed of the files. The reading speed is limited in a range determined in according to the musical
intents (1 is the original reading speed). The amplitude of each sound file is also adjustable.  The
second sub-patch call “feedelay” contains the abstraction “J_feedelay”: four lines of delay with

feedback made with the objects tapin~ and tapuot~. The input of this subpatch is the sum of the
signals of the first one. The time of delay and the feedback percentage can be controlled for each
line. The lines of delay are also divided differently in the two channels (right and left). The outputs
of these sub-patch are send to the master.

Second instrument    

The second instrument is composed of two subpatches as the first. In the sub-patch “grain” at first
two different file are read with the abstraction “J_read_buffer” and subsequently are processed with
the object mdeGranular~.  Both the files can be triggered from the MIDI controller or from the main
patch. It's possible to adjust the the transposition of the mdeGranular~ for the first sound and the
amplitude of the second. The reading speed of both the sounds can't be managed by hand in real
time. For the first sound it has a fixed value must be chosen before the performance. Regarding the
second sound the value of reading speed changes randomly (within limits pre-set) each time the
sound is triggered. All the parameters of the mdeGranular~ objects, except the transposition of the
first sound, are prefixed. It's possible to monitor the time relative to the duration of each triggered
sound by the main patch. The subpatch “pangrain” spatializes the second sound randomly whenever
the sound is triggered using the abstraction call “J_panning”. The sum of the signals are send to the
master.



Third instrument

The third instrument has two sequences of sound processing. The first subpatch of the first sequence
call  “waveshaping”  two  sound  files  are  used  respectively  as  input  and  transfer  function  in  a
waveshaping synthesis. A third sound is instead utilized to control the distortion of the synthesis by
the detection of its  amplitude.  The reading speed of  the sound files  (the first  and the third)  is
predetermined in relation to the musical needs and can't be changed during the performance. It's
therefore only possible to operate the process that actives the synthesis. In the second subpatch of
the  first  chain  of  sound  processing  “filtwaveshaping1”  the  synthesis  is  filtered  at  distinct
frequencies using the object reson~.  The signal is then fitered with four filter banks in parallel.
Afterwards the output of each filter bank the signals are delayed by the object delay with different
delay times. The value of the Q factor of the filters is related to the distortion of the synthesis. The
amplitude of the sum of the filtered signals is managed in according to values set in relation to the
total duration of the synthesis process. Finally in the subpatch “panwaveshaping1” the signal is
spatialized using the abstraction “J_panning”. Also in the first subpatch of the second sequence is
used  the  technique  of  the  waveshaping.  In  this  case  the  distortion  is  again  managed  by  the
amplitude of a sound file (although the portion of the used file changes every time that the synthesis
is triggered) but  ,unlike the first synthesis, to  control the output spectra of waveshaped files are
used the Chebychev Polynomials. In the subpatch “feedelay2” the signal is processed, like in the
first instrument, with different delay lines in which the parameters are fixed before the performance.
Finally the sum of the outputs of the “feedelay2” subpatch enters in the subpatch “chorus” where
using the objects  tapin~, tapuot~ and rand~ the signal is processed with a chorus-effect.  In this
sequence the chorus depth, the amplitude of the waveshaping and the  reading speed of the input file
of the synthesis can be controlled by hand in real time. The sum of the right and left signals of the
instrument are send to the master.

Time reference and Master    

The structure of the composition with its relative time reference and the structure of the patch have
been  designed in  close  connection  between them.  In  fact  it  is  proposed  a  division  of  the  live
performance in three sections in accordance with the number of the instruments. The duration of
every section is shown with a graphics reference in the main patch and is related to the delivery of
the assignment (ninety seconds per section). 
In the master subpatch all the signals are grouped in two channels (right/left) and are filtered in
order to attenuate the frequencies above the eighteen thousand Hz and below the forty Hz. From the
Master panel is also possible to activate the audio and the recording of the performance and monitor
the cpu status. 

Conclusions    

The main difficulty encountered in the development of the project were to find a balance between
the extreme possibilities of sound manipulation that allows Max/Msp, including the possibility to
alter the sound quality (clicks and clipping) and my musical aesthetic. The problem was addressed
with a practical approach that slowly has allowed to reach an accecptable compromise between
these tow factors.  From a technical point of view the development of the waveshaping synthesis
with the relative offset problems was the most challenging step. 
During the realization of the project was interesting to note once again how the manipulation of the
reading speed of the sound files (especially if used with other techniques) can reveal their hidden



essence. It was also stimulant to investigate the possible connections between the three sections of
the piece and to note how the different combinations generate totally different feeling.  
I think the patch can be developed to provide a more flexible sound manipulation. In the second and
third  instrument  the  opportunities  of  sound  processing  are  quite  limited.  I  realized  that  I  had
developed the patch paying more attention to the overall structure rather then to the manipulation of
sound. Finally the project could be developed to manipulate sounds recorded in real time or to
interact with other computers via local network.        

         


